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Ion drag refers to Coulomb momentum transfer collisions between a directed flux of charged
particles and a second charged species. It is an important force in determining the motion of
negatively charged dust particles in plasma processing reactors. The same ion drag mechanism acts
between the directed flux of positive ions moving towards the boundaries of a plasma etching
reactor and negative ions being accelerated by electrostatic forces towards the center of the plasma.
In this letter, we discuss the parameter space for inductively coupled plasma etching reactors in
which ion drag forces on negative ions influence their transport using results from a
two-dimensional plasma equipment model. We find that ion drag forces on negative ions are
important at high plasma densities and low ion temperatures. Under these conditions, the large
positive ion flux, coupled with a large Coulomb cross section, creates an ion drag force which may
dominate the electrostatic forces on negative ions. The end result is that negative ions may
accumulate near the sheath edge. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~96!04105-5#
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It is a well-known phenomenon that negatively charge
dust particles may accumulate near the sheath edges
plasma processing reactors because two opposing forces
drag and electrostatic, are in balance.1–4 Electrostatic forces
accelerate the negatively charged dust particles towards
peak in the positive plasma potential, typically near the ce
ter of the plasma. Ion drag forces accelerate the dust parti
towards the boundaries of the plasma. The forces bala
near the sheath edge where the electrostatic force is la
Ion drag forces refer to momentum transfer collisions resu
ing from Coulomb interactions between a charged spec
having a large directed velocity and a second charged s
cies. In the case of dust particles, momentum transfer fr
the positive ion flux, which is directed towards the bounda
of the reactor, to the negatively charged dust particles pus
the particles towards those boundaries. The ion drag fo
scales with the positive ion density which increases w
power deposition, whereas the opposing electrostatic forc
typically a weak function of power density. The end result
that ion drag forces increase in importance at high pow
deposition.4,5

Ion drag forces in plasma etching reactors also act b
tween the positive ion flux moving towards boundaries a
negative ions which are accelerated by the ambipolar fi
towards the center of the reactor. In typical reactive ion etc
ing ~RIE! discharges~ion density 109–1010 cm23, gas pres-
sure 100s mTorr!, the positive ion flux is sufficiently small,
and the dissipative forces due to ion-neutral collisions~neu-
tral drag! are sufficiently large, that ion drag forces are n
important. However, in high plasma density, low gas pre
sure etching reactors, the larger positive ion fluxes, a
lower neutral drag forces, produce conditions where ion dr
on negative ions may dominate. In this letter, we discu
conditions in high plasma density etching reactors for whi
ion drag forces on negative ions are influential in their tran
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port using results from a two-dimensional computer mod
for plasma equipment. The reactor in this study is an indu
tively coupled plasma~ICP! etching tool.6–10 These reactors
operate at low gas pressures~,a few to 10s mTorr! and high
plasma densities (.1011–1012 cm23!, conditions which fa-
vor ion drag effects.

The model we used in this study has been previous
described, and so only improvements will be discussed
detail.11,12 The simulation, called the Hybrid Plasma Equip
ment Model~HPEM!, is a two-dimensional model consisting
of an electromagnetic module~EMM!, an electron Monte
Carlo simulation ~EMCS!, and a fluid-chemical kinetics
simulation ~FKS!. The inductively coupled electromagneti
fields are produced by the EMM. Those fields are used in
EMCS to generate the electron energy distribution which a
then used to produce electron transport coefficients and e
tron impact source functions. These values are transferred
the FKS in which the densities for all charged and neutr
species are obtained, and Poisson’s equation is solved for
electrostatic fields. These densities, conductivities, and fie
are then transferred to the EMM and EMCS. This iterativ
cycle is repeated until a converged solution is obtained.

In the previously described model, ion fluxes were ca
culated using drift-diffusion relations. In doing so, the io
flux of speciesi, Fi , in electric fieldE having chargeqi ,
densityNi , diffusion coefficientDi and mobilitym i , is Fi

52Di¹Ni1qim iNiE. Here, we have added momentum
equations for all ion and neutral species. In doing so, m
mentum transferbetweenall heavy species is considered
The equations we solve are
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In Eqs.~1! and~2!, vi is the species velocity,mi is its mass,
Ti is its temperature, and (]Ni /]t)c is the change in densit
due to all collisions.n i j is the momentum collision frequenc
between speciesi and j. Slip boundary conditions are use
The sum in Eq.~2! is over all charged and neutral speci
Momentum transfer is considered to be conservative and
to isotropic collisions. Momentum transfer collisions b
tween charged species constitute the ion drag force. Th
put flux of feed stock gases at nozzles, and output flux
products at the pump port are specified as boundary co
tions. The density of electrons is still obtained using dr
diffusion techniques to retain a semi-implicit algorithm f
solving Poisson’s equation.

The momentum transfer cross section due to elastic C
lomb collisions between speciesi and j, which constitute the
ion drag force, iss i j55.8531026lnL/Cij

2cm2, whereC i j is
an effective interparticle ion temperature~K!, and lnL is the
Coulomb logarithm.13 s i j scales inversely with the square
the ion energy, and so ion drag effects are particularly se
tive to the total ion energy. In low pressure plasma etch
reactors, the directed speed of positive ions can be com
surate with the thermal speed. To account for the dire

FIG. 1. Densities of Cl2 for a power deposition of 500 W andTI51500 K.
~a! Cl 2 densities as a function of height at a radius of 10 cm with
without the ion drag force.~b! Cl 2 densities without ion drag forces.~c!
Cl2 densities with ion drag forces.@The contours are labeled with the pe
centage of the maximum Cl2 density, shown at the top of each figu
(cm3!#. Including the ion drag force broadens the Cl2 distribution and forms
local extrema near the sheath edges.
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component of the ion energy in the Coulomb cross section
we use an effective ion temperature

3
2kC i j5

3
2kTI1

1
2h i j uvi2vj u2, ~3!

whereTI is the thermal ion temperature andh i j is the re-
duced mass. This form is often used to characterize ion en
ergies in swarm experiments.14 C i j increases, ands i j de-
creases, towards the boundaries where ambipolar force
accelerate ions to high speeds.s i j is about 105 A 2 at C i j

'1500 K, which is much larger than either the ion-neutral
momentum transfer cross sections~10–100s A2),14 or the
ion-ion neutralization cross section~103–104 A2!.15

The ICP geometry used in this study is shown in Fig. 1,
and is described in detail in Ref. 11. The spiral coil is driven
at a frequency of 13.56 MHz and produces a power depos
tion in the plasma of 500 W unless noted otherwise. The
input gas flow is Ar/Cl2550/50 at 100 sccm and a pressure
of 10 mTorr. Although the neutral gas temperature is often
higher than ambient, we have specified that it be 300 K. The
reaction chemistry is the same as described in Ref. 11 wit
the exception that SiCl2 is the etch product. The positive ions
in the simulation are Ar1, Cl1, Cl2

1 , SiCl1, and SiCl2
1. The

negative ion is Cl2. We have specified the value ofTI , and
assume it to be constant throughout the reactor.

The predicted Cl2 density is shown in Fig. 1 with and
without ion drag forces forTI51500 K. The peak total posi-
tive ion density in each case is 4.531011 cm23. The maxi-
mum positive ion flux is 5.331016 cm22 s21 entering the
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FIG. 2. Cl2 densities as a function of height~r510 cm!. ~a! for a power
deposition of 500 W for different ion temperaturesTI and ~b! for
TI51500 K for different power deposition. The distributions of Cl2 densi-
ties are dominated by ion drag forces at low ion temperature and high
power.
W. Z. Collison and M. J. Kushner
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sheath below the dielectric window at radius of'8 cm. The
Cl2 density has peak values of 7–831010 cm23. The low
Cl2 density is due, in part, to significant dissociation of t
Cl2 feedstock gas. (Cl2 is produced by dissociative attach
ment to Cl2!. In the absence of ion drag forces, the C2

density peaks at approximately the midradius where the e
trostatic potential is most positive. When including the i
drag forces, the Cl2 density has a local minimum in the bul
plasma and peaks near each sheath edge. The ion drag
is sufficient to overcome the electrostatic force in the bu
plasma whereE is small, however, it is not sufficient to
overcome the higher electrostatic forces in the sheaths w
E is large. The ion drag cross section is also smaller clos
the boundaries due to the increase in the ions’ directed
ergy. In fact, the ion drag force does decrease below
electrostatic forces near the boundary but inertia continue
carry negative ions outward. There are no significant chan
in the positive ion densities, due to the ion drag forc
Charge neutrality is maintained by reapportionment of
electron density.

The densities of Cl2 at a radius of'10 cm are shown in
Fig. 2~a! for different ion temperaturesTI . At high ion tem-
peratures~many 1000 s K!, the Coulomb cross sections an
ion drag forces are sufficiently small that the electrosta
forces dominate. Ions accumulate near the peak of
plasma potential, albeit with a broader distribution than
the absence of the ion drag forces. As the ion tempera
decreases and the Coulomb cross section increases, the2

density extends closer to the walls~and sheaths!, indicating
an increase in the ion drag forces. At low ion temperatur
the Cl2 density has peaks near the sheaths, similar to th
observed for dust particles. The effect is strongest near
window where the positive ion flux is the highest.

Axial Cl2 densities are shown in Fig. 2~b! for an ion
temperatureTI51500 K and ICP power depositions of 300
800 W. Over this range of power deposition, the total po
tive ion densities and ion fluxes increase nearly linearly w
power, as shown in Fig. 3. The increased rate of dissocia
of the feedstock gases, however, result in a decrease in
density of Cl2, and ultimately in the density of Cl2. At low

FIG. 3. Total positive ion density~Ar1,Cl1,Cl2
1 ,SiCl1

2 !, Cl2 density, and
Cl2 density as a function of power deposition. The positive ion dens
scales nearly linearly with the power deposition. The Cl2 density decreases
with increasing power deposition due to the decrease in the Cl2 density.
Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 68, No. 7, 12 February 1996
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power deposition~,350 W! and low ion fluxes, the Cl2

density is maximum near the peak in the plasma potential
due to the small ion drag forces. At high power deposition
and large ion drag forces, the Cl2 density has peaks near the
sheath edge.

Radial ion energies have been obtained from observa-
tions of Doppler broadened Ar1 optical emission in ICP dis-
charges by O’Neillet al.16 These values varied from 0.08 to
0.25 eV ~620–1930 K! over a pressure range of 13–0.18
mTorr. Zhenget al.17 have also inferred the temperatures of
ions entering the sheath from etching profiles obtained in ICP
discharges, and predict values of 2000–4000 K. At the low
end of these ranges, ion drag effects on negative ions are
likely to be important. At the high end of these ranges, the
ion drag effects are not dominant, but do contribute to spatial
broadening of the negative ion densities.

In conclusion, we have investigated the ion drag force on
negative ions in ICP reactors using a two-dimensional com-
puter model. At high power deposition~large positive ion
fluxes! and low ion temperatures, the ion drag forces are
sufficiently large that the negative ion densities are perturbed
and, in extreme cases, peak near the sheath edges. This wor
was supported by Sandia National Laboratory/Sematech, the
Semiconductor Research Corp., the National Science Foun-
dation ~ECS 94-04133, CTS 94-12565!, and the University
of Wisconsin ERC for Plasma Aided Manufacturing.
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